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PERTH CITY — MAJOR PROJECTS 
3. Ms E. EVANGEL to the Minister for Planning: 
Could the minister please update the house on the status of major projects in my electorate of Perth? 
Mr J.H.D. DAY replied: 
Mr Speaker, I congratulate you on your election, and I thank the member for Perth for her question. I particularly 
congratulate her on her election, as I do all new members of this house. It is very welcome to have a 
representative of the Perth electorate who is fully supportive of and an enthusiastic advocate for the major 
projects that are underway in Perth, the capital of Western Australia, and that are having, quite deliberately, a 
transformative effect on Perth and the CBD. These issues were a significant factor in the election in the Perth 
electorate specifically, but also more widely in the election campaign. It is very pleasing that the voters, 
specifically in Perth but also more widely, have given the government a strong mandate for the completion of the 
major projects that are underway. One such project, which has already been referred to this afternoon by the 
member for Belmont and the Premier, is the Elizabeth Quay project, which is progressing on time. Construction 
started just under 12 months ago, on 26 April last year. Major approvals are in place and the major construction 
contract was awarded in December last year; those works are underway. The finalisation of the plan and the 
detailed design work is currently being undertaken. I expect that to happen over the next two months or so. The 
project will incorporate an inlet, a pedestrian bridge, a substantial public realm—30 000 square metres—
boardwalks, a lot of open space and the Transperth ferry terminal, which will be on the western side of the inlet. 
An interesting observation is that there will be 33 000 square metres of granite paving and 500 new and relocated 
trees. The first two sites of the project that are being made available to the private sector were released through 
an expression of interest campaign. They are intended for short-stay accommodation and residential 
developments. There has been strong interest. There is a short list and we expect the successful proponent to be 
announced in the middle of this year. 
The Perth City Link project is also well underway. The tunnel that is part of the undergrounding of the rail 
project is largely constructed and we expect the undergrounding of the rail to be completed next year and the 
undergrounding of the Wellington Street bus station to be completed in 2016, with that aspect being commenced 
next year. The Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority is nearing completion of the Milligan Street precinct 
works and the Milligan Street extension. The place planned for the new city square is being finalised at the 
moment with about 2 200 ideas having been submitted through the online tool created by the MRA. 
The Riverside precinct at the eastern end of the CBD near the causeway is also well underway. The MRA has 
recently signed a project development deed with Lend Lease, which will develop the Waterbank precinct within 
the Riverside project, and by 2017 we expect to provide a new direct connection from Hay Street to the river, a 
new pier, and also the first building and the majority of the public domain. These projects are well underway. 
We appreciate the mandate we have been given by the electorate to ensure that they are fully completed and I 
look forward to, in further sitting weeks, updating the house on other very important projects, including the new 
Western Australian Museum. 
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